TRANSPORTATION

Tulsa is about 70 miles from Stillwater; Oklahoma City is about 65 miles. All major commercial airlines have flights available into Tulsa or Oklahoma City. Car rentals are available at both airports.

**From Tulsa…**

*Using Turnpike*
- Take Highway 64 to Cimarron turnpike - toll gate (manned - $1.50)
- Merge right to take the Oklahoma State University/Stillwater turnoff (approximately 20 miles) - toll gate (unmanned - $.75)
- Continue on same highway, which curves just before entering Stillwater and becomes Washington Street. Washington Street becomes Boomer Road.
- Immediately before the 4th traffic light, the road splits. Stay left at the “Y” and go through the intersection, continuing on Boomer Road. Continue through the next light (Franklin Avenue).
- At the next intersection and traffic light (Boomer Road, Eskridge Avenue and Duck Street), veer right onto Duck Street. Continue on Duck Street, through two traffic lights (McElroy Road followed by Hall of Fame Avenue).
- Take the next right after traveling through the traffic light at Hall of Fame Avenue onto Matthews Avenue. Matthews Avenue runs directly in front of OSU’s Gallagher-Iba Athletics Center and the exhibitor unloading zone will be ahead on the right side of the street. The unloading zone will be marked by signage.
- Parking attendants will be available at the unloading location to direct visitors to designated parking locations.

*Using Highway 51*
- Travel through Stillwater to Duck Street. Turn right onto Duck Street.
- Go north seven blocks to Mathews Avenue. Turn left onto Matthews Avenue.
- Matthews Avenue runs directly in front of OSU’s Gallagher-Iba Athletics Center and the exhibitor unloading zone will be ahead on the right side of the street. The unloading zone will be marked by signage.
- Parking attendants will be available at the unloading location to direct visitors to designated parking locations.

**From Oklahoma City…**

*Using I-35 North*
- Take the Stillwater exit. You are approximately 17 miles west of Stillwater at this point.
- Travel through Stillwater to Duck Street (eight traffic light). Turn left onto Duck Street.
- Go north seven blocks to Mathews Avenue. Turn left onto Matthews Avenue.
- Matthews Avenue runs directly in front of OSU’s Gallagher-Iba Athletics Center and the exhibitor unloading zone will be ahead on the right side of the street. The unloading zone will be marked by signage.
- Parking attendants will be available at the unloading location to direct visitors to designated parking locations.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS

**On-Campus**

*The Atherton Hotel at the Student Union*
Located on the campus of Oklahoma State University, The Atherton Hotel provides restaurant facilities and easy access to campus activities. To make reservations with The Atherton call (405) 744-6835 or go on-line to www.athertonhotelatosu.com.

**Other Hotels, Motels and Conference Centers in Stillwater**
The Stillwater Convention and Visitor's Bureau maintains a current list of Stillwater lodging accommodations on their website at http://www.visitstillwater.org/hotels/.